Compendex Search Widget

The Compendex Search Widget allows 1-click access to Compendex from almost anywhere on the web including your LibGuide page. Rather than having your researchers search for access to Compendex by clicking through several web pages or sifting through bookmarks, they can use the widget to access Compendex quickly and conveniently. Researchers can enter a search term and click the Search button to produce a list of search results. It also provides 1-click access to the Homepage, online Tutorials, the Help feature and the Contact Us form.

Interested? Send an e-mail to EVSearchWidget@elsevier.com so we can help you set up the widget.

Is it difficult to install?

Not at all, installation is easy, just email EVSearchWidget@elsevier.com to get the code and insert it into the HTML on your webpage.

The iframe is compatible with all web browsers and comes in three sizes:

- **Normal**: 330 px wide and 265 px high*
- **Small**: 220 px wide and 235 px high
- **Extra Small**: 185 px wide and 240 px high

*Most requested size